This form should be completed for minors (under 18) attending Tree House activities and signed by the parent or legal guardian of the child.
ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

THE HOLIDAY PROGRAM

Kids aged 5 - 14yrs have the chance to unwind and enjoy an authentic outdoor farm experience under the leadership of professional guides, providing parents with a well-deserved break.

The team has put together a calendar of supervised experiences for our young farm friends to enjoy from 13 - 16 December 2021.

WHAT TO BRING

Sun hat | Water bottle | Small backpack | Comfortable shoes | Extra socks | Clothes you don’t mind getting dirty | Change of clothes
DAY ONE | MINDFULNESS WITH PIWO

FROM 10:00 - 14:00

WHAT'S THE AIM?
To enhance concentration, focus and memory while improve mind-body coordination. Kids get a chance to consciously explore the forest & our beautiful gardens while practicing carefully designed mindfulness paired with physical activities.

WHAT WILL THE KIDS DO?
Mindfulness activities | Laughing activities | Breathing sessions | Meditation | Yoga

R400 FOR THE EXPERIENCE
13 DECEMBER 2021

DAY TWO | A FARMER’S DAY WITH JONNY

FROM 10:00 - 14:00

WHAT'S THE AIM?
To introduce the youth to the culture of farming and walk them through the of our soil-to-fork journey.

WHAT WILL THE KIDS DO?
Animal care | Gardening skills | Permaculture & sustainability

R400 FOR THE EXPERIENCE
14 DECEMBER 2021

DAY THREE | CREATIVE EARTHLING WITH MARI

FROM 10:00 - 14:00

WHAT'S THE AIM?
To explore as well as challenge the kids’ creativity, imagination and individuality, with an appreciation of natural art.

WHAT WILL THE KIDS DO?
Arts & craft skills | Scavenger hunt | Nature learning

R400 FOR THE EXPERIENCE
15 DECEMBER 2021

DAY FOUR | EXCITING HIKING WITH JESSIN

FROM 10:00 - 14:00

WHAT'S THE AIM?
To provide kids with healthy outdoor exercise, teach them to appreciate nature and give everyone a chance to unwind.

WHAT WILL THE KIDS DO?
Mountain hiking | Nature exploration | Identifying flora and fauna

R400 FOR THE EXPERIENCE
16 DECEMBER 2021
BOOKING & PAYMENT

PRICING
R400 per day/per child
R1440 for all 4 days including a 10% discount

TO MAKE A BOOKING
+27 (0)21 870 4211
experienceres@boschendal.co.za

BANKING DETAILS
Reference: Tree House (your surname)
Boschendal Hospitality (Pty) Ltd
Nedbank Limited
Account number 114 117 2127

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU TO THE TREE HOUSE THIS HOLIDAY!